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Let’s Be Interactive.
Ask questions of clarification any time.



At the End of this Session You Will:

● Learn three business reasons to continue a quality journey

● Discover the major advantages of pursuing recognition for excellence

● Identify your own reasons to achieve excellence
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Who is the

NMPhil?



The New Mexico Philharmonic 

enriches the lives of New Mexicans 

through musical excellence, 

educational opportunities and 

community engagement.  

Mission & Values.

Excellence in all our practices.

Responsibility in all our actions.

Service to all our communities—

centered around our musicians and 

our patrons.
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Our Mission. Our Values.



The Heart of the NMPhil.



Who is the NMPhil?

● New Mexico’s major professional orchestra

● 74 professional, conservatory-trained musicians

● 6 full-time staff

● 60 guild members 501c3, new in May 2011

● First concert December 2011

● Now in our 7th season
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$2,000,000
$2 Million budget
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S 24 Orchestral Concerts
UNM Popejoy Hall, National Hispanic Cultural Center, 

Churches, Zoo reaching 40,000

3 Education Programs
15 Youth concerts including Symphony for Autism; 

In-School Ensemble Visits; Young Musician Initiative

$1,000,000
$1 Million earned

$1 Million donated
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A Few More Context-setting Facts:



Why We Continue 

the Journey.



Why We Continue the Journey.

● Selfishness as a human

● Have this go on as a legacy
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Marian’s perspective:



Why We Continue the Journey.

● Lazy: make things as easy as possible

● Selfish: I want classical music here for the rest of my life

● Ego driven:

● I want to actually “do it right the first time”

● I want to win the Zia and Baldrige
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Maureen’s perspective:



When NMPhil

Began Our Journey.



When NMPhil Began Our Journey.

● Shortly after our start – but quietly

○ Meeting process, recruitment process 

– 2011

○ Strategic planning – 2012

○ Commitment to being process based 

– 2012

● A blank slate

○ Very helpful – nothing to change

○ Very challenging – everything from 

new from scratch

● Moved quickly to strategic planning 

and then all processes

● First external assessment 2014
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How We Grow.



How We Grow.

● Continue to identify processes to improve

● Create new processes to advance NMPhil
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Using Baldrige Framework



How We Grow.

● Develop new skills in the staff

● Generate new awareness & support from the Board

● Engage more community members &leaders

● Improve and create “management by fact”
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Milestones with NMPEA.
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2014

Piñón

First QNM 

application

Piñón

Second QNM 

application

Road Runner

Third QNM 

application

2016 2017



What are the Advantages.



Advantages of Pursuing

Recognition.

● Creates internal process & data discipline

● Site visits generate energy

● Feedback reports
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What Award Participation & 

Recognition Does for Us.

● Nice trophies

● External validation –

confirms our work & results

● Valuable feedback reports

● QNM / NMPEA well regarded

● When we “win” sponsors 

& donors hear a very positive 

message

● We learn from & share with 

other winners
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The Big Why.



The Big Why.

● We are all proud to say we are process based

● Extremely important to a small organization with very 

limited resources

● We leverage what we do, we make no mistake twice, we 

learn from each other

● We continue to move from being dependent on individuals 

to relying on our processes
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Plan to Participate.



In Small Groups.

1. Introductions –– pick a reporter

2. If you have “won” or are on the Journey — record positive outcomes

3. If you have not — record what you wouldlike to achieve from participation

4. Make a plan for your participation

a. Identify team

b. Develop timeline

c. Identify your outcomes / measures / results
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Our message to you:

● NMPhil, a small arts organization, has grown and continues to grow using

● Baldrige / QNM / NMPEA

● So can any organization.
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Join the Journey!
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Thank you!
Any Questions?


